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Abstract

This paper intends to look at the essential and meaning of an environmental Report ,as we are far 
proceeding in areas of holistic company approaches we can't neglect the importance of environmental 
reporting is an essential need of the hour , we cannot dream of being  a developed nation by stampeding all  
greens as this is the natural  wealth after all .Environmental  reporting is an seed for  a  healthy tree of the  
coming  times. All is not  perfect number of challenges remain  always  still  the essence to  improve will 
remain as human index of development. This has to have lots of skill  development and innovative 
approaches still are needed but the basic line is the first of all the awareness of environmental reporting .

Introduction

This is last phase but not the least development will never end we will end this is a truthful statement in all  its 
dimensions. The very urgency of all developments again need a proper outlook and work to be done and in 
this above case the government of India and along with a proper channel and management . The Indian  
companies on a whole 70 percent lack  a proper reporting system of giving and taking from the environment. 
Empty growth is not the positive growth it needs to be sustainable and this sustainability cannot be  achieved 
without  proper reporting because whatever the mother environment is losing need to be given back as an 
ageing mother needs care in proper measures. A good accountability with a proper measured  audit will draw 
out the picture of sustainability  and this will  go along  with a proper reporting .
Environment is all we have to be with we cannot neglect it at any  cost  so this has to sorted out with a proper 
steps.

What is Environmental Report and  why should companies do it.

Environmental / Full Cost Accounting

What is environmental accounting? The issues surrounding environmental accounting have not yet been 
sufciently penetrated for a theoretical framework to be established. The environmental debate indicates 
that companies are accountable for their impact on the environment. There are three main perspectives from 
which environmental accounting can be discussed (Gray, 1993) :

· Environmental accounting for management purposes
· Environmental accounting for external reporting
· Accounting for sustainability

.An environmental report, is  aimed at both individual companies and organisations representing company 
stakeholders and policy-makers, summarizes current trends, problems and developments are as of 
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